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1. Introduction
The theory of formal concept analysis constitutes a mathematical framework for knowledge representation and rea-
soning [2,3]. Given a formal context K = (G,M,) consisting in a set G of objects, a set M of attributes and a binary
relation  between them, it considers the Galois connection between (2G ,⊆) and (2M ,⊇) deﬁned by the pair (, ) of
maps  : 2G → 2M and  : 2M → 2G such that for all X ⊆ G and for all Y ⊆ M , X contains precisely those attributes m such
that for all g ∈ X , g m and Y  contains precisely those objects g such that for all m ∈ Y , g m. In this setting, a concept
is a pair (X, Y ) with X ⊆ G and Y ⊆ M such that Y = X and X = Y  . Introducing the union and the intersection of con-
cepts (X1, Y1) and (X2, Y2) by (X1, Y1) ∨ (X2, Y2) = ((X1 ∪ X2), Y1 ∩ Y2) and (X1, Y1) ∧ (X2, Y2) = (X1 ∩ X2, (Y1 ∪ Y2)),
one obtains a conceptual structure satisfying the conditions of complete lattices [12].
In order to deﬁne the negation of concept (X, Y ), one faces two diﬃculties. Firstly, on objects’ side, G \ X is maybe
not the left part of a concept and (G \ X) — which is the left part of the concept ((G \ X), (G \ X)) — is maybe not
disjoint with X . Secondly, on attributes’ side, M \ Y is maybe not the right part of a concept and (M \ Y ) — which is
the right part of the concept ((M \ Y ), (M \ Y )) — is maybe not disjoint with Y . As a result, Herrmann et al. [5] have
generalized lattices of concepts deﬁned as above to algebras of semiconcepts. In their setting, a semiconcept is a pair (X, Y )
with X ⊆ G and Y ⊆ M such that Y = X or X = Y  . Since semiconcepts consist in two parts, they have deﬁned two kinds
of negation. Firstly, on objects’ side, the operation ¬l(X, Y ) = (G \ X, (G \ X)). Secondly, on attributes’ side, the operation
¬r(X, Y ) = ((M \ Y ),M \ Y ).
Together with left and right operations of union and intersection deﬁned by (X1, Y1)∨l (X2, Y2) = (X1 ∪ X2, (X1 ∪ X2)),
(X1, Y1) ∨r (X2, Y2) = ((Y1 ∩ Y2), Y1 ∩ Y2), (X1, Y1) ∧l (X2, Y2) = (X1 ∩ X2, (X1 ∩ X2)) and (X1, Y1) ∧r (X2, Y2) =
((Y1 ∪ Y2), Y1 ∪ Y2), these operations give rise to algebraic structures called pure double Boolean algebras [13]. Such
algebraic structures can be seen as the union of two Boolean algebras, the intersection of which being the lattice of con-
cepts deﬁned as above. As a result, it makes sense to consider the word problem in pure double Boolean algebras: given
terms s, t constructed from the signature (−l,−r,unionsql,unionsqr,l,r), decide whether they are identically interpreted in all pure
double Boolean algebras. The aim of this article is to demonstrate that the word problem in pure double Boolean algebras
is PSPACE-complete.
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Example of a formal context.
 a1 a2
o1 × ×
o2 ×
The section-by-section breakdown of this article is as follows. The results in Sections 2 and 3 show some of the basic
properties of formal contexts and pure double Boolean algebras that have been discussed in [8–11,13,14]. In Section 4,
we present the word problem in pure double Boolean algebras. The aim of Section 5 is to investigate the decidability and
the complexity of the word problem in pure double Boolean algebras.
2. From formal contexts to pure double Boolean algebras
In formal concept analysis, the properties of semiconcepts are reﬂected by the properties of the algebras they give rise to.
2.1. Formal contexts
Formal contexts are structures of the form K = (G,M,) where G is a nonempty set (with typical member de-
noted g), M is a nonempty set (with typical member denoted m) and  is a binary relation between G and M . The elements
of G are called “objects”, the elements of M are called “attributes” and the intended meaning of gm is: “object g possesses
attribute m”.
Example 1. In Table 1 is an example of a formal context K2,2 with 2 objects — o1 and o2 — and 2 attributes — a1 and a2.
For all X ⊆ G and for all Y ⊆ M , let X = {m ∈ M: for all g ∈ G , if g ∈ X then g m} and Y  = {g ∈ G: for all m ∈ M ,
if m ∈ Y then g m}. That is to say, X is the set of all attributes possessed by all objects in X and Y  is the set of all
objects possessing all attributes in Y .
Example 2. In the formal context K2,2 depicted in Table 1, {o1} = {a1,a2} and {a2} = {o1}.
To carry out our plan, we need to learn a little more about the pair (, ) of maps  : 2G → 2M and  : 2M → 2G .
Lemma 3. Let X ⊆ G and Y ⊆ M. X ⊆ Y  iff X ⊇ Y .
Hence, the pair ( , ) of maps  : 2G → 2M and  : 2M → 2G is a Galois connection between (2G ,⊆) and (2M ,⊇). Thus,
Lemma 4. Let X1, X2, X ⊆ G and Y1, Y2, Y ⊆ M. (1) If X1 ⊆ X2 then X1 ⊇ X2 and if Y1 ⊇ Y2 then Y 1 ⊆ Y 2 ; (2) X ⊆ X and
Y  ⊇ Y ; (3) If there exists Y ′ ⊆ M such that X = Y ′ then X = X and if there exists X ′ ⊆ G such that X ′ = Y then Y  = Y .
2.2. Left semiconcepts
Let K = (G,M,) be a formal context. Given X ⊆ G , the pair (X, X) is called “left semiconcept of K”. Remark that
(∅,M) is a left semiconcept of K.
Example 5. In the formal context K2,2 depicted in Table 1, ({o2}, {a1}) is a left semiconcept.
Let Hl(K) = (Hl(K),⊥l,l,¬l,∨l,∧l) be the algebraic structure of type (0,0,1,2,2) deﬁned by the set Hl(K) all left
semiconcepts of K, ⊥l = (∅,M), l = (G,G), ¬l(X, X) = (G \ X, (G \ X)), (X1, X1)∨l (X2, X2) = (X1 ∪ X2, (X1 ∪ X2)) and
(X1, X1)∧l (X2, X2) = (X1 ∩ X2, (X1 ∩ X2)). Remark that if G is ﬁnite then Hl(K) is ﬁnite too and moreover, |Hl(K)| = 2|G| .
Example 6. In the formal context K2,2 depicted in Table 1, ⊥l = (∅, {a1,a2}) and l = ({o1,o2}, {a1}).
It is a simple exercise to check that the above operations ⊥l , l , ¬l·, · ∨l · and · ∧l · on Hl(K) are isomorphic to the
Boolean operations ∅, G , G \ ·, · ∪ · and · ∩ · on 2G . Hence,
Proposition 7.Hl(K) satisﬁes the conditions of nondegenerate Boolean algebras.
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The operators ⊥l , ⊥r , l and r .
⊥l: bl ⊥r : br l: tl r : tr
Table 3
The operators ¬l and ¬r .
¬l:
bl tl
br o
o br
a o
tl bl
tr bl
¬r :
bl tr
br tr
o a
a tl
tl a
tr br
2.3. Right semiconcepts
Let K = (G,M,) be a formal context. Given Y ⊆ M , the pair (Y , Y ) is called “right semiconcept of K”. Remark that
(G,∅) is a right semiconcept of K.
Example 8. In the formal context K2,2 depicted in Table 1, ({o1}, {a2}) is a right semiconcept.
Let Hr(K) = (Hr(K),⊥r,r,¬r,∨r,∧r) be the algebraic structure of type (0,0,1,2,2) deﬁned by the set Hr(K) of
all right semiconcepts of K, ⊥r = (M,M), r = (G,∅), ¬r(Y , Y ) = ((M \ Y ),M \ Y ), (Y 1 , Y1) ∨r (Y 2 , Y2) = ((Y1 ∩ Y2),
Y1 ∩ Y2) and (Y 1 , Y1) ∧r (Y 2 , Y2) = ((Y1 ∪ Y2), Y1 ∪ Y2). Remark that if M is ﬁnite then Hr(K) is ﬁnite too and moreover,
|Hr(K)| = 2|M| .
Example 9. In the formal context K2,2 depicted in Table 1, ⊥r = ({o1}, {a1,a2}) and r = ({o1,o2},∅).
It is a simple exercise to check that the above operations ⊥r , r , ¬r ·, · ∨r · and · ∧r · on Hr(K) are anti-isomorphic to
the Boolean operations ∅, M , M \ ·, · ∪ · and · ∩ · on 2M . Hence,
Proposition 10.Hr(K) satisﬁes the conditions of nondegenerate Boolean algebras.
2.4. Semiconcepts
Now, for the concept underlying most of our work in this article. Let K = (G,M,) be a formal context. Given X ⊆ G
and Y ⊆ M , the pair (X, Y ) is called “semiconcept of K” iff (X, Y ) is a left semiconcept of K or (X, Y ) is a right semiconcept
of K. Remark that (∅,M) and (G,∅) are semiconcepts of K.
Example 11. In the formal context K2,2 depicted in Table 1, the semiconcepts are (∅, {a1,a2}), ({o1}, {a1,a2}), ({o2}, {a1}),
({o1}, {a2}), ({o1,o2}, {a1}), and ({o1,o2},∅).
Let H(K) = (H(K),⊥l,⊥r,l,r,¬l,¬r,∨l,∨r,∧l,∧r) be the algebraic structure of type (0,0,0,0,1,1,2,2,2,2) de-
ﬁned by the set H(K) of all semiconcepts of K, ⊥l = (∅,M), ⊥r = (M,M), l = (G,G), r = (G,∅), ¬l(X, Y ) =
(G \ X, (G \ X)), ¬r(X, Y ) = ((M \ Y ),M \ Y ), (X1, Y1) ∨l (X2, Y2) = (X1 ∪ X2, (X1 ∪ X2)), (X1, Y1) ∨r (X2, Y2) =
((Y1 ∩ Y2), Y1 ∩ Y2), (X1, Y1) ∧l (X2, Y2) = (X1 ∩ X2, (X1 ∩ X2)) and (X1, Y1) ∧r (X2, Y2) = ((Y1 ∪ Y2), Y1 ∪ Y2). Remark
that if G , M are ﬁnite then H(K) is ﬁnite too and moreover, |H(K)| 2|G| + 2|M| .
Example 12. The algebraic structure D2,2 = (D2,2,⊥l,⊥r,l,r,¬l,¬r,∨l,∨r,∧l,∧r) of type (0,0,0,0,1,1,2,2,2,2) de-
ﬁned by D2,2 = {bl,br,o,a, tl, tr} and Tables 2, 3 and 4 is isomorphic to the algebraic structure associated to the formal
context K2,2 depicted in Table 1, the elements bl , br , o, a, tl and tr of D2,2 respectively corresponding to the semiconcepts
(∅, {a1,a2}), ({o1}, {a1,a2}), ({o2}, {a1}), ({o1}, {a2}), ({o1,o2}, {a1}) and ({o1,o2},∅) of K2,2.
Proposition 13.H(K) satisﬁes the following conditions: (1) x∧l (y∧l z) = (x∧l y)∧l z and x∨r (y∨r z) = (x∨r y)∨r z; (2) x∧l y =
y ∧l x and x ∨r y = y ∨r x; (3) ¬l(x ∧l x) = ¬lx and ¬r(x ∨r x) = ¬r x; (4) x ∧l (y ∧l y) = x ∧l y and x ∨r (y ∨r y) = x ∨r y;
(5) x∧l (y ∨l z) = (x∧l y) ∨l (x∧l z) and x∨r (y ∧r z) = (x∨r y) ∧r (x∨r z); (6) x∧l (x∨l y) = x∧l x and x∨r (x∧r y) = x∨r x;
(7) x ∧l (x ∨r y) = x ∧l x and x ∨r (x ∧l y) = x ∨r x; (8) ¬l(¬lx ∧l ¬l y) = x ∨l y and ¬r(¬rx ∨r ¬r y) = x ∧r y; (9) ¬l⊥l = l
and ¬rr = ⊥r ; (10) ¬lr = ⊥l and ¬r⊥l = r ; (11) r ∧l r = l and ⊥l ∨r ⊥l = ⊥r ; (12) x ∧l ¬lx = ⊥l and x ∨r ¬rx = r ;
(13) ¬l¬l(x∧l y) = x∧l y and ¬r¬r(x∨r y) = x∨r y.
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The operators ∨l , ∨r , ∧l and ∧r .
∨l:
bl br o a tl tr
bl bl br o br tl tr
br br br tl br tl tl
o o tl o tl tl tl
a br br tl br tl tl
tl tl tl tl tl tl tl
tr tl tl tl tl tl tl
∨r :
bl br o a tl tr
bl br br tl a tl tr
br br br tl a tl tr
o tl tl tl tr tl tr
a a a tr a tr tr
tl tl tl tl tr tl tr
tr tr tr tr tr tr tr
∧l:
bl br o a tl tr
bl bl bl bl bl bl bl
br bl br bl br br br
o bl bl o bl o o
a bl br bl br br br
tl bl br o br tl tl
tr bl br o br tl tl
∧r :
bl br o a tl tr
bl br br br br br br
br br br br br br br
o br br tl br tl tl
a br br br a br a
tl br br tl br tl tl
tr br br tl a tl tr
Proposition 14.H(K) satisﬁes the following condition: (x∧l x) ∨r (x∧l x) = (x∨r x) ∧l (x∨r x).
Proposition 15.H(K) satisﬁes the following condition: x∧l x= x or x∨r x= x.
Let us remark that the conditions of Proposition 13 come in pairs of mirror images obtained by interchanging ⊥l with r ,
l with ⊥r , ¬l with ¬r , ∨l with ∧r and ∧l with ∨r whereas the conditions of Propositions 14 and 15 are equivalent to their
own mirror images. This leads us to the principle of duality stating that from any condition provable from the conditions
of Propositions 13, 14 and 15, another such condition results immediately by interchanging ⊥l with r , l with ⊥r , ¬l
with ¬r , ∨l with ∧r and ∧l with ∨r . The set H(K) can be ordered by the binary relation  deﬁned by (X1, Y1)  (X2, Y2)
iff X1 ⊆ X2 and Y1 ⊇ Y2. Obviously,
Lemma 16. Let (X1, Y1), (X2, Y2) ∈ H(K). (X1, Y1)  (X2, Y2) iff (X1, Y1) ∧l (X2, Y2) = (X1, Y1) ∧l (X1, Y1) and (X1, Y1) ∨r
(X2, Y2) = (X2, Y2) ∨r (X2, Y2).
Lemma 17. Let (X1, Y1), (X2, Y2) ∈H(K). If (X1, Y1) ∈Hl(K) then (X1, Y1)  (X2, Y2) iff (X1, Y1) ∧l (X2, Y2) = (X1, Y1) and if
(X2, Y2) ∈Hr(K) then (X1, Y1)  (X2, Y2) iff (X1, Y1) ∨r (X2, Y2) = (X2, Y2).
Lemma 18. The binary relation  is reﬂexive, antisymmetric and transitive onH(K).
In order to give an abstract characterization of the operations ⊥l , ⊥r , l , r , ¬l , ¬r , ∨l , ∨r , ∧l and ∧r , we shall say that
an algebraic structure D = (D,⊥l,⊥r,l,r,¬l,¬r,∨l,∨r,∧l,∧r) of type (0,0,0,0,1,1,2,2,2,2) is a pure double Boolean
algebra iff the operations ⊥l , ⊥r , l , r , ¬l , ¬r , ∨l , ∨r , ∧l and ∧r satisfy the conditions of Propositions 13, 14 and 15.
3. From pure double Boolean algebras to formal contexts
The aim of this section is to give an abstract characterization of the operations ⊥l , ⊥r , l , r , ¬l , ¬r , ∨l , ∨r , ∧l and ∧r .
3.1. Filters and ideals
Let D = (D,⊥l,⊥r,l,r,¬l,¬r,∨l,∨r,∧l,∧r) be a pure double Boolean algebra. We deﬁne Dl = {x ∧l x: x ∈ D} and
Dr = {x∨r x: x ∈ D}. Intuitively, elements of the l-set Dl can be considered as sets of objects and elements of the r-set Dr
can be considered as sets of attributes.
Example 19. Concerning the algebraic structure D2,2 deﬁned in Example 12, the l-set is equal to {bl,br,o, tl} and the r-set
is equal to {br,a, tl, tr}.
Lemma 20. Dl is closed under the operations ⊥l , l , ¬l , ∨l and ∧l and Dr is closed under the operations ⊥r , r , ¬r , ∨r and ∧r .
Hence, the algebraic structures Dl = (Dl,⊥l,l,¬l,∨l,∧l) and Dr = (Dr,⊥r,r,¬r,∨r,∧r) are algebraic structures of
type (0,0,1,2,2). Moreover,
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Lemma 21.Dl is a Boolean algebra andDr is a Boolean algebra.
The set D can be ordered by the binary relation  deﬁned by x y iff x∧l y = x∧l x and x∨r y = y ∨r y.
Example 22. In Fig. 1 is represented the binary relation 2,2 ordering the set D2,2 deﬁned in Example 12.
Intuitively, the binary relation  imitates on D the binary relation  deﬁned on H(K) in Section 2.4.
Lemma 23. Let x, y ∈ D. If x ∈ Dl then x y iff x∧l y = x and if y ∈ Dr then x y iff x∨r y = y.
Lemma 24. The binary relation  is reﬂexive, antisymmetric and transitive on D.
A nonempty subset F of D is called a ﬁlter iff x, y ∈ F implies x∧l y ∈ F and x ∈ F and x y imply y ∈ F . A nonempty
subset I of D is called an ideal iff x, y ∈ I implies x∨r y ∈ I and x ∈ I and y  x imply y ∈ I . The following lemma explains
how ﬁlters and ideals can be transformed into ﬁlters and ideals of the Boolean algebras Dl and Dr .
Lemma 25. Let F , I be nonempty subsets of D. If F is a ﬁlter then F ∩ Dl is a ﬁlter of the Boolean algebra Dl and F ∩ Dr is a ﬁlter
of the Boolean algebra Dr and if I is an ideal then I ∩ Dl is an ideal of the Boolean algebra Dl and I ∩ Dr is an ideal of the Boolean
algebraDr .
Let F be a nonempty subset of Dl and I be a nonempty subset of Dr . We deﬁne [F ) = {x ∈ D: there exists y ∈ F
such that y  x} and (I] = {x ∈ D: there exists y ∈ I such that x  y}. The following lemma explains how ﬁlters of the
Boolean algebra Dl and ideals of the Boolean algebra Dr can be transformed into ﬁlters and ideals.
Lemma 26. Let F be a nonempty subset of Dl and I be a nonempty subset of Dr . If F is a ﬁlter of the Boolean algebra Dl then [F ) is
a ﬁlter and [F ) ∩ Dl = F and if I is an ideal of the Boolean algebraDr then (I] is an ideal and (I] ∩ Dr = I .
As a result,
Lemma 27. There exists ﬁlter F such that F ∩ Dl is a prime ﬁlter of the Boolean algebra Dl and there exists ideal I such that I ∩ Dr is
a prime ideal of the Boolean algebraDr .
We shall say that D is concrete iff there exist a formal context K and a function h assigning to each element of D an
element of H(K) such that h is injective and h is a homomorphism from D to H(K).
3.2. Representation
Now, the main question is to prove that every pure double Boolean algebra is concrete. Let D = (D,⊥l,⊥r,l,r,¬l,¬r,
∨l,∨r,∧l,∧r) be a pure double Boolean algebra and consider the formal context K(D) = (Fp(D),Ip(D),) deﬁned by the
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I ∩ Dr is a prime ideal of the Boolean algebra Dr and the binary relation  between Fp(D) and Ip(D) such that F  I iff
F ∩ I is nonempty. For all elements x of D , let Fx = {F ∈Fp(D): x ∈ F } and Ix = {I ∈ Ip(D): x ∈ I}. Here, the ﬁrst result is
Lemma 28. Let x ∈ D. Fx∧l x =Fx and Ix∨r x = Ix.
An important related result is
Lemma 29. Let x ∈ D. If x ∈ Dl then Fx = Ix and if x ∈ Dr then Ix =Fx.
It follows that
Lemma 30. Let x ∈ D. F¬l¬l x = I¬l¬l x and I¬r¬r x =F¬r¬r x.
The next lemma points the way to the strategy followed in our approach to the proof that every pure double Boolean
algebra is concrete.
Lemma 31. Let x ∈ D. The pair (Fx,Ix) is a semiconcept of K(D).
Let H(K(D)) = (H(K(D)),⊥′l ,⊥′r,′l,′r,¬′l,¬′r,∨′l,∨′r,∧′l,∧′r) and h be the function assigning to each element x of D
the pair (Fx,Ix) of H(K(D)). We ﬁrst observe
Proposition 32. The function h is injective.
The next lemma is central for proving that the function h is a homomorphism from D to H(K).
Lemma 33. Let x, y ∈ D. (1)F⊥l = ∅ and I⊥l = Ip(D); (2)F⊥r = Ip(D) and I⊥r = Ip(D); (3)Fl =Fp(D) and Il =Fp(D);
(4)Fr =Fp(D) and Ir = ∅; (5)F¬l x =Fp(D)\Fx and I¬l x = (Fp(D)\Fx); (6)F¬r x = (Ip(D)\Ix) and I¬r x = Ip(D)\Ix;
(7) Fx∨l y = Fx ∪ Fy and Ix∨l y = (Fx ∪ Fy); (8) Fx∨r y = (Ix ∩ Iy) and Ix∨r y = Ix ∩ Iy ; (9) Fx∧l y = Fx ∩ Fy and Ix∧l y =
(Fx ∩Fy); (10) Fx∧r y = (Ix ∪ Iy) and Ix∧r y = Ix ∪ Iy .
As a result,
Proposition 34. The function h is a homomorphism fromD toH(K).
4. The word problem in pure double Boolean algebras
Let us introduce the word problem in pure double Boolean algebras.
4.1. Syntax
Let Var denote a countable set of individual variables (with typical instances denoted x, y, etc.). The set t(Var) of all
terms over Var (with typical instances denoted s, t , etc.) is given by the rule
• s ::= x | 0l | 0r | 1l | 1r | −l s | −r s | (s unionsql t) | (s unionsqr t) | (s l t) | (s r t).
Let us adopt the standard rules for omission of the parentheses.
Example 35. For instance, x l (x unionsqr y) is a term.
4.2. Semantics
Let D = (D,⊥l,⊥r,l,r,¬l,¬r,∨l,∨r,∧l,∧r) be a pure double Boolean algebra. A valuation based on D is a function m
assigning to each individual variable x an element m(x) of D .
Example 36. The function m2,2 deﬁned below is a valuation based on the pure double Boolean algebra D2,2 deﬁned in
Example 12: m2,2(x) = o, m2,2(y) = a and for all individual variables z, if z = x, y then m2,2(z) = tl .
m induces a function (·)m assigning to each term s an element (s)m of D such that
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• (0l)m = ⊥l ,
• (0r)m = ⊥r ,
• (1l)m = l ,
• (1r)m = r ,
• (−l s)m = ¬l(s)m ,
• (−r s)m = ¬r(s)m ,
• (s unionsql t)m = (s)m ∨l (t)m ,
• (s unionsqr t)m = (s)m ∨r (t)m ,
• (s l t)m = (s)m ∧l (t)m ,
• (s r t)m = (s)m ∧r (t)m .
Example 37. Concerning the valuation m2,2 deﬁned in Example 36, we have (x unionsqr y)m2,2 = tr and (−lx)m2,2 = br .
4.3. The word problem
Now, for the word problem in pure double Boolean algebras: given terms s, t , decide whether there exist a pure double
Boolean algebra D and a valuation m based on D such that (s)m = (t)m .
5. Deciding the word problem
The aim of this section is to decide the word problem in pure double Boolean algebras.
5.1. A basic 2-sorted modal logic
A general strategy for proving a decision problem to be PSPACE-complete is ﬁrst, to reduce to it a decision problem
known to be PSPACE-hard and second, to reduce it to a decision problem known to be in PSPACE. A suitable PSPACE-
complete decision problem is the satisﬁability problem for K2, the basic 2-sorted modal logic deﬁned below.
5.1.1. Syntax
The language of K2 is based on a countable set ObjVar of object variables (with typical instances denoted P , Q , etc.)
and a countable set AttVar of attribute variables (with typical instances denoted p, q, etc.). Without loss of generality, let us
assume that ObjVar and AttVar are disjoint. The set ObjFor(ObjVar,AttVar) of all object formulas over ObjVar and AttVar
(with typical instances denoted A, B , etc.) and the set AttFor(ObjVar,AttVar) of all attribute formulas over ObjVar and AttVar
(with typical instances denoted a, b, etc.) are given by the rules
• A ::= P | ⊥obj | ¬A | (A ∨ B) |a,
• a ::= p | ⊥att | ¬a | (a ∨ b) |A.
The other Boolean constructs are deﬁned as usual. Let us adopt the standard rules for omission of the parentheses.
Let La ::=¬a, Ma ::= ¬a, LA ::=¬A and MA ::= ¬A. The following deﬁned operators will be useful: for all nonneg-
ative integers n, we write Ln A for A preceded by 2 × n occurrences of L and L(n)A for L1A ∧ · · · ∧ Ln A. We shall say that
a set S of object formulas is coherent iff the object formula ⊥obj is not in S and for all object variables P , P is not in S
or ¬P is not in S . A set S of attribute formulas is said to be coherent iff the attribute formula ⊥att is not in S and for
all attribute variables p, p is not in S or ¬p is not in S . A formula (with typical instances denoted α, β , etc.) is either an
object formula or an attribute formula. The notion of “being a subformula of a formula” is standard, the expression α  β
denoting the fact that α is a subformula of β . A substitution is a pair (Θ, θ) where Θ is a function assigning to each object
variable P an object formula Θ(P ) and θ is a function assigning to each attribute variable p an attribute formula θ(p).
(Θ, θ) induces a function (·)(Θ,θ) assigning to each formula α a formula (α)(Θ,θ) such that
• (P )(Θ,θ) = Θ(P ),
• (⊥obj)(Θ,θ) = ⊥obj ,
• (¬A)(Θ,θ) = ¬(A)(Θ,θ) ,
• (A ∨ B)(Θ,θ) = (A)(Θ,θ) ∨ (B)(Θ,θ) ,
• (a)(Θ,θ) =(a)(Θ,θ) ,
• (p)(Θ,θ) = θ(p),
• (⊥att)(Θ,θ) = ⊥att ,
• (¬a)(Θ,θ) = ¬(a)(Θ,θ) ,
• (a∨ b)(Θ,θ) = (a)(Θ,θ) ∨ (b)(Θ,θ) ,
• (A)(Θ,θ) =(A)(Θ,θ) .
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formula. Let ObjVar = P1, P2, . . . be an enumeration of ObjVar and AttVar = p1, p2, . . . be an enumeration of AttVar. We shall
say that a substitution (Θ, θ) is normal with respect to ObjVar and AttVar iff for all positive integers i, Θ(Pi) = Pi and
θ(pi) =Pi or Θ(Pi) =pi and θ(pi) = pi . We shall say that a set S of formulas is uniform iff S is a set of object formulas
or S is a set of attribute formulas. A set S of formulas is said to be perfectible iff one of the following conditions is
satisﬁed: (1) there exists a formula β such that ¬¬β ∈ S; (2) there exist formulas β1, β2 such that ¬(β1 ∨β2) ∈ S; (3) there
exist formulas β1, β2 such that β1 ∨ β2 ∈ S . Given a formula α, Var(α) will denote the set of all variables occurring in α.
A formula α is said to be nice iff Var(α) ⊆ ObjVar or Var(α) ⊆ AttVar.
5.1.2. Semantics
Let K = (G,M,) be a formal context. A valuation based on K is a pair (V , v) where V is a function assigning to
each object variable P a subset V (P ) of G and v is a function assigning to each attribute variable p a subset v(p) of M .
(V , v) induces a function (·)(V ,v) assigning to each formula α a subset (α)(V ,v) of G ∪ M such that
• (P )(V ,v) = V (P ),
• (⊥obj)(V ,v) = ∅,
• (¬A)(V ,v) = G \ (A)(V ,v) ,
• (A ∨ B)(V ,v) = (A)(V ,v) ∪ (B)(V ,v) ,
• (a)(V ,v) = {g ∈ G: for all m ∈ M, if m ∈ (a)(V ,v) then g m},
• (p)(V ,v) = v(p),
• (⊥att)(V ,v) = ∅,
• (¬a)(V ,v) = M \ (a)(V ,v) ,
• (a ∨ b)(V ,v) = (a)(V ,v) ∪ (b)(V ,v) ,
• (A)(V ,v) = {m ∈ M: for all g ∈ G, if g ∈ (A)(V ,v) then g m}.
Remark that for all object formulas A, (A)(V ,v) is a subset of G and (A)(V ,v)
 = (A)(V ,v) and for all attribute formulas a,
(a)(V ,v) is a subset of M and (a)(V ,v)
 = (a)(V ,v) . A formula α is said to be satisﬁable iff there exist a formal context
K= (G,M,) and a valuation (V , v) based on K such that (α)(V ,v) is nonempty. We shall say that a set S of formulas is
satisﬁable iff there exist a formal context K = (G,M,) and a valuation (V , v) based on K such that for all formulas α,
if α belongs to S then (α)(V ,v) is nonempty.
5.1.3. Decision
Now, for the satisﬁability problem for K2 and the nice satisﬁability problem for K2: (1) given a formula α, determine
whether α is satisﬁable; (2) given a nice formula α, determine whether α is satisﬁable. The next propositions are central
for proving that the problem of deciding equations in pure double Boolean algebras is PSPACE-complete.
Proposition 38. The nice satisﬁability problem for K2 is PSPACE-hard.
Proof. A quantiﬁed Boolean formula is an expression of the form Z1P1 . . . Zn Pnθ(P1, . . . , Pn) where n is a nonnegative
integer, Z1, . . . , Zn ∈ {∀,∃}, P1, . . . , Pn ∈ ObjVar and θ(P1, . . . , Pn) is a Boolean formula over P1, . . . , Pn . We demon-
strate that the problem of deciding validity of quantiﬁed Boolean formulas is reducible to the nice satisﬁability prob-
lem for K2. Given a quantiﬁed Boolean formula Z1P1 . . . Zn Pnθ(P1, . . . , Pn), we wish to construct a nice object for-
mula A(Z1P1 . . . Zn Pnθ(P1, . . . , Pn)) such that Z1P1 . . . Zn Pnθ(P1, . . . , Pn), considered as a quantiﬁed Boolean formula,
is valid iff A(Z1P1 . . . Zn Pnθ(P1, . . . , Pn)), considered as a nice object formula of K2, is satisﬁable. Choose new ob-
ject variables P ′0, P ′1, . . . , P ′n ∈ ObjVar. Let A(Z1P1 . . . Zn Pnθ(P1, . . . , Pn)) be the conjunction of the following nice object
formulas: (1) P ′0; (2) for all nonnegative integers i, j, if i, j  n and i = j then L(n)(P ′i → ¬P ′j); (3) for all nonnega-
tive integers i, if i < n then L(n)(P ′i → MMP ′i+1); (4) for all nonnegative integers i, if i < n and Zi+1 = ∀ then Li Bi
where Bi = P ′i → MM(P ′i+1 ∧ Pi+1) ∧ MM(P ′i+1 ∧ ¬Pi+1); (5) for all positive integers i, j, if i  j < n then L j Si
where Si = (Pi → LLPi) ∧ (¬Pi → LL¬Pi); (6) Ln(P ′n → θ(P1, . . . , Pn)). Remark that A(Z1P1 . . . Zn Pnθ(P1, . . . , Pn)) can
be computed in space log |Z1P1 . . . Zn Pnθ(P1, . . . , Pn)|. Moreover, following the line of reasoning suggested by Ladner [6],
the reader may easily verify that Z1P1 . . . Zn Pnθ(P1, . . . , Pn), considered as a quantiﬁed Boolean formula, is valid iff
A(Z1P1 . . . Zn Pnθ(P1, . . . , Pn)), considered as a nice object formula of K2, is satisﬁable. Hence, the problem of deciding va-
lidity of quantiﬁed Boolean formulas is reducible to the nice satisﬁability problem for K2. Thus, by Stockmeyer [7], the nice
satisﬁability problem for K2 is PSPACE-hard. 
Proposition 39. The satisﬁability problem for K2 is in PSPACE.
Proof. We demonstrate that the satisﬁability problem for K2 is in APTIME. Let us consider the following alternating algo-
rithm:
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begin
if S is perfectible then
(∃) begin
choose α in S
case α of
begin
¬¬β: call sat((S \ {¬¬β}) ∪ {β})
¬(β1 ∨ β2): call sat((S \ {¬(β1 ∨ β2)}) ∪ {¬β1,¬β2})
β1 ∨ β2:
(∃) begin
choose i in {1,2}
call sat((S \ {β1 ∨ β2}) ∪ {βi})
end
else: reject
end
end
else
if S is coherent then
(∀) begin
choose α in S
case α of
begin
¬β: call sat(S ∪ {¬β})
else: accept
end
end
else: reject
end
where S = {β: β ∈ S}. Alternation is a generalization of non-determinism in which universal and existential states alter-
nate during the course of computations. An existential state is an accepting state if one of its successors succeeds whereas
a universal state is an accepting state if all its successors succeed. See [1] for details. Remark that the above alternating al-
gorithm contains two blocks of instructions of the form begin / choose α in S / case α of / begin . . . end / end respectively
labelled (∃) and (∀). The meaning of these labels is the following. The ﬁrst block of instructions, labelled (∃), will lead to
a successful computation iff there exists a possible choice of α in S such that the corresponding case α of / begin . . . end
block of instructions succeeds whereas the second block of instructions, labelled (∀), will lead to a successful computation
iff for all possible choices of α in S , the corresponding case α of / begin . . . end block of instructions succeeds. Note
that this alternating algorithm can be implemented in polynomial time. Moreover, taking as input a ﬁnite uniform set S of
formulas, obviously, it stops with a reject iff S is not satisﬁable whereas it stops with an accept iff S is satisﬁable. Hence,
the satisﬁability problem for K2 is in APTIME. Thus, by Chandra et al. [1], the satisﬁability problem for K2 is in PSPACE. 
5.2. From K2 to pure double Boolean algebras
First, we consider the lower bound of the complexity of the problem of deciding the word problem in pure double
Boolean algebras. Given a nice formula α, we wish to construct a pair (s1(α), s2(α)) of terms such that α, considered as
a nice formula of K2, is satisﬁable iff there exist a pure double Boolean algebra D and a valuation m based on D such that
(s1(α))m = (s2(α))m . Let ObjVar = P1, P2, . . . be an enumeration of ObjVar, AttVar = p1, p2, . . . be an enumeration of AttVar
and Var = x1, y1, x2, y2, . . . be an enumeration of Var. The function T (·) assigning to each nice object formula A over ObjVar
and AttVar a term T (A) over Var and the function t(·) assigning to each nice attribute formula a over ObjVar and AttVar
a term t(a) over Var are such that
• T (Pi) = xi ,
• T (⊥obj) = 0l ,
• T (¬A) = −l T (A),
• T (A ∨ B) = T (A) unionsql T (B),
• T (a) = −l −l −r −r t(a),
• t(pi) = yi ,
• t(⊥att) = 1r ,
• t(¬a) = −rt(a),
• t(a∨ b) = t(a) r t(b),
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Let (s1(·), s2(·)) be the function assigning to each nice formula α over ObjVar and AttVar a pair (s1(α), s2(α)) of terms
over Var such that if α is a nice object formula then s1(α) = T (α) and s2(α) = 0l and if α is a nice attribute formula then
s1(α) = t(α) and s2(α) = 1r . Obviously,
Lemma 40. (s1(α), s2(α)) can be computed in space log |α|.
Moreover,
Lemma 41. If α is nice then α, considered as a nice formula of K2 , is satisﬁable iff there exists a pure double Boolean algebra D and
a valuation m based onD such that (s1(α))m = (s2(α))m.
Proof. Suppose α is nice, we demonstrate α is satisﬁable iff there exists a pure double Boolean algebra D and a valuation m
based on D such that (s1(α))m = (s2(α))m . Since α is nice, then Var(α) ⊆ ObjVar or Var(α) ⊆ AttVar. Without loss of
generality, let us assume that Var(α) ⊆ ObjVar. Hence, there exists a positive integer n such that Var(α) ⊆ {P1, . . . , Pn}.
Suppose α is satisﬁable, we demonstrate there exists a pure double Boolean algebra D and a valuation m based on D
such that (s1(α))m = (s2(α))m . Since α is satisﬁable, then there exist a formal context K= (G,M,) and a valuation (V , v)
based on K such that (α)(V ,v) is nonempty. Let H(K) = (H(K),⊥l,⊥r,l,r,¬l,¬r,∨l,∨r,∧l,∧r) and m be a valuation
based on H(K) such that for all positive integers i, if i  n then m(xi) = (V (Pi), V (Pi)). Now, we show that
Claim 42. Let A be a nice object formula and a be a nice attribute formula. If A  α then (T (A))m = ((A)(V ,v), (A)(V ,v)) and
if a  α then (t(a))m = ((a)(V ,v), (a)(V ,v)).
Proof. By induction on A and a.
Basis. Remind that Var(α) ⊆ {P1, . . . , Pn}. In this respect, for all positive integers i, if i  n then (T (Pi))m = (xi)m =m(xi) =
(V (Pi), V (Pi)) = ((Pi)(V ,v), (Pi)(V ,v)).
Hypothesis. Suppose A, B are nice object formulas such that A, B  α, (T (A))m = ((A)(V ,v), (A)(V ,v)) and (T (B))m =
((B)(V ,v), (B)(V ,v)

) and a, b are nice attribute formulas such that a,b  α, (t(a))m = ((a)(V ,v), (a)(V ,v)) and (t(b))m =
((b)(V ,v)

, (b)(V ,v)).
Step. We have to consider the following 8 cases.
Nice object formula ⊥obj . We have: (T (⊥obj))m = (0l)m = ⊥l = (∅,M) = ((⊥obj)(V ,v), (⊥obj)(V ,v)).
Nice attribute formula ⊥att . This case is treated similarly.
Nice object formula ¬A. We have: (T (¬A))m = (−l T (A))m = ¬l(T (A))m = ¬l((A)(V ,v), (A)(V ,v)) = (G \ (A)(V ,v),
(G \ (A)(V ,v))) = ((¬A)(V ,v), (¬A)(V ,v)).
Nice attribute formula ¬a. This case is treated similarly.
Nice object formula A ∨ B . We have: (T (A ∨ B))m = (T (A) unionsql T (B))m = (T (A))m ∨l (T (B))m = ((A)(V ,v), (A)(V ,v)) ∨l
((B)(V ,v), (B)(V ,v)

) = ((A)(V ,v) ∪ (B)(V ,v), ((A)(V ,v) ∪ (B)(V ,v))) = ((A ∨ B)(V ,v), (A ∨ B)(V ,v)).
Nice attribute formula a∨ b. This case is treated similarly.
Nice object formula a. We have: (T (a))m = (−l −l −r −r t(a))m = ¬l(−l −r −rt(a))m = ¬l¬l(−r −r t(a))m =
¬l¬l¬r(−rt(a))m = ¬l¬l¬r¬r(t(a))m = ¬l¬l¬r¬r((a)(V ,v), (a)(V ,v)) = ¬l¬l¬r((M \ (a)(V ,v)),M \ (a)(V ,v)) =
¬l¬l(((a)(V ,v)), (a)(V ,v)) = ¬l(G \ ((a)(V ,v)), (G \ ((a)(V ,v)))) = (((a)(V ,v)), ((a)(V ,v))) = ((a)(V ,v), (a)(V ,v)).
Nice attribute formula A. This case is treated similarly. 
Since (α)(V ,v) is nonempty, then by Claim 42, if α is a nice object formula then (T (α))m = (0l)m and if α is a nice
attribute formula then (t(α))m = (1r)m . Hence, (s1(α))m = (s2(α))m . Thus, there exists a pure double Boolean algebra D and
a valuation m based on D such that (s1(α))m = (s2(α))m .
Suppose there exists a pure double Boolean algebra D and a valuation m based on D such that (s1(α))m = (s2(α))m ,
we demonstrate α is satisﬁable. Let K(D) = (Fp(D),Ip(D),) and (V , v) be a valuation based on K(D) such that for all
positive integers i, if i  n then V (Pi) =Fm(xi) . Now, we demonstrate that
Claim 43. Let A be a nice object formula and a be a nice attribute formula. If A  α then (A)(V ,v) = F(T (A))m and if a  α then
(a)(V ,v) = I(t(a))m .
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Basis. Remind that Var(α) ⊆ {P1, . . . , Pn}. In this respect, for all positive integers i, if i  n then (Pi)(V ,v) = V (Pi) =Fm(xi) =
F(xi)m =F(T (Pi))m .
Hypothesis. Suppose A, B are nice object formulas such that A, B  α, (A)(V ,v) =F(T (A))m and (B)(V ,v) =F(T (B))m and a, b
are nice attribute formulas such that a,b  α, (a)(V ,v) = I(t(a))m and (b)(V ,v) = I(t(b))m .
Step. We have to consider the following 8 cases.
Nice object formula ⊥obj . We have: (⊥obj)(V ,v) = ∅ =F⊥l =F(0l)m =F(T (⊥obj))m .
Nice attribute formula ⊥att . This case is treated similarly.
Nice object formula ¬A. We have: (¬A)(V ,v) =Fp(D) \ (A)(V ,v) =Fp(D) \F(T (A))m =F¬l(T (A))m =F(−l T (A))m =F(T (¬A))m .
Nice attribute formula ¬a. This case is treated similarly.
Nice object formula A ∨ B . We have: (A ∨ B)(V ,v) = (A)(V ,v) ∪ (B)(V ,v) = F(T (A))m ∪ F(T (B))m = F(T (A))m∨l(T (B))m =F(T (A)unionsql T (B))m =F(T (A∨B))m .
Nice attribute formula a∨ b. This case is treated similarly.
Nice object formula a. We have: (a)(V ,v) = {F ∈ Fp(D): for all I ∈ Ip(D), if I ∈ (a)(V ,v) then F  I} = {F ∈ Fp(D):
for all I ∈ Ip(D), if I ∈ I(t(a))m then F  I} = I(t(a))m  =F¬r¬r(t(a))m =F¬l¬l¬r¬r(t(a))m =F¬l¬l¬r(−r t(a))m =F¬l¬l(−r−r t(a))m=F¬l(−l−r−r t(a))m =F(−l−l−r−r t(a))m =F(T (a))m .
Nice attribute formula A. This case is treated similarly. 
Since (s1(α))m = (s2(α))m , then if α is a nice object formula then (T (α))m = (0l)m and if α is a nice attribute formula
then (t(α))m = (1r)m . Hence, by Claim 43, (α)(V ,v) is nonempty. Thus, α is satisﬁable. 
Hence, (s1(·), s2(·)) is a reduction from the nice satisﬁability problem for K2 to the word problem in pure double Boolean
algebras. As a result,
Lemma 44. The nice satisﬁability problem for K2 is reducible to the word problem in pure double Boolean algebras.
Referring to Proposition 38 and Lemma 44, we obtain the
Proposition 45. The word problem in pure double Boolean algebras is PSPACE-hard.
5.3. From pure double Boolean algebras to K2
Second, we consider the upper bound of the complexity of the word problem in pure double Boolean algebras. Given
a pair (s, t) of terms, we wish to construct an object formula O (s, t) and an attribute formula A(s, t) such that there exist
a pure double Boolean algebra D and a valuation m based on D such that (s)m = (t)m iff some instance of O (s, t), considered
as an object formula of K2 is satisﬁable or some instance of A(s, t), considered as an attribute formula of K2 is satisﬁable.
Let Var = x1, x2, . . . be an enumeration of Var, ObjVar = P1, P2, . . . be an enumeration of ObjVar and AttVar = p1, p2, . . . be
an enumeration of AttVar. The function F (·) assigning to each term s over Var an object formula F (s) over ObjVar and AttVar
and the function f (·) assigning to each term s over Var an attribute formula f (s) over ObjVar and AttVar are such that
• F (xi) = Pi ,
• f (xi) = pi ,
• F (0l) = ⊥obj ,
• f (0l) =⊥obj ,
• F (0r) =att ,
• f (0r) = att ,
• F (1l) = obj ,
• f (1l) =obj ,
• F (1r) =⊥att ,
• f (1r) = ⊥att ,
• F (−l s) = ¬F (s),
• f (−l s) =¬F (s),
• F (−r s) =¬ f (s),
• f (−r s) = ¬ f (s),
• F (s unionsql t) = F (s) ∨ F (t),
• f (s unionsql t) =(F (s) ∨ F (t)),
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• f (s unionsqr t) = f (s) ∧ f (t),
• F (s l t) = F (s) ∧ F (t),
• f (s l t) =(F (s) ∧ F (t)),
• F (s r t) =( f (s) ∨ f (t)),
• f (s r t) = f (s) ∨ f (t).
Let O (·, ·) be the function assigning to each pair (s, t) of terms over Var the object formula O (s, t) over ObjVar and AttVar
such that O (s, t) = ¬(F (s) ↔ F (t)). Let A(·, ·) be the function assigning to each pair (s, t) of terms over Var the attribute
formula A(s, t) over ObjVar and AttVar such that A(s, t) = ¬( f (s) ↔ f (t)). Obviously,
Lemma 46. O (s, t) and A(s, t) can be computed in space log |(s, t)|.
Moreover,
Lemma 47. There exist a pure double Boolean algebra D and a valuation m based on D such that (s)m = (t)m iff there exists a sub-
stitution (Θ, θ) such that (Θ, θ) is normal with respect to ObjVar and AttVar and O (s, t)(Θ,θ) , considered as an object formula of K2 ,
is satisﬁable or A(s, t)(Θ,θ) , considered as an attribute formula of K2 , is satisﬁable.
Proof. We demonstrate there exists a pure double Boolean algebra D and a valuation m based on D such that (s)m = (t)m iff
there exists a substitution (Θ, θ) such that (Θ, θ) is normal with respect to ObjVar and AttVar and O (s, t)(Θ,θ) is satisﬁable
or A(s, t)(Θ,θ) is satisﬁable. Let n be a positive integer such that Var(s) ∪ Var(t) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}.
Suppose there exist a pure double Boolean algebra D and a valuation m based on D such that (s)m = (t)m , we demon-
strate there exists a substitution (Θ, θ) such that (Θ, θ) is normal with respect to ObjVar and AttVar and O (s, t)(Θ,θ) is
satisﬁable or A(s, t)(Θ,θ) is satisﬁable. Let (Θ, θ) be a normal substitution with respect to ObjVar and AttVar such that
for all positive integers i, if i  n then if m(xi) is in Dl then Θ(Pi) = Pi and θ(pi) = Pi and if m(xi) is in Dr then
Θ(Pi) = pi and θ(pi) = pi . Let K(D) = (Fp(D),Ip(D),) and (V , v) be a valuation based on K(D) such that for all
positive integers i, if i  n then V (Pi) = Fm(xi) and v(pi) = Im(xi ) . Remark that for all positive integers i, if i  n then
if m(xi) is in Dl then (Pi)(Θ,θ)
(V ,v) = (Pi)(V ,v) = V (Pi) = Fm(xi) and if m(xi) is in Dr then (Pi)(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (pi)(V ,v) =
(pi)(V ,v)
 = v(pi) = Im(xi) =Fm(xi) . Similarly, for all positive integers i, if i  n then if m(xi) is in Dl then (pi)(Θ,θ)
(V ,v) =
(Pi)(V ,v) = (Pi)(V ,v) = V (Pi) =Fm(xi) = Im(xi) and if m(xi) is in Dr then (pi)(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (pi)(V ,v) = v(pi) = Im(xi) . Now,
we establish that
Claim 48. Let u be a term. If u  s or u  t then (F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) =F(u)m and ( f (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = I(u)m .
Proof. By induction on u.
Basis. Remind that Var(s) ∪ Var(t) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}. In this respect, for all positive integers i, if i  n then (F (xi))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) =
(Pi)(Θ,θ)
(V ,v) =Fm(xi) =F(xi)m and ( f (xi))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (pi)(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = Im(xi) = I(xi)m .
Hypothesis. Suppose u, v are terms such that u  s or u  t , v  s or v  t , (F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = F(u)m , ( f (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) =
I(u)m , (F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) =F(v)m and ( f (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = I(v)m .
Step. We have to consider the following 10 cases.
Term 0l . We have: (F (0l))(Θ,θ)
(V ,v) = (⊥obj)(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (⊥obj)(V ,v) = ∅ = F⊥l = F(0l)m and ( f (0l))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) =
(⊥obj)(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (⊥obj)(V ,v) = (⊥obj)(V ,v) = ∅ = Ip(D) = I⊥l = I(0l)m .
Term 0r . This case is treated similarly.
Term 1l . We have: (F (1l))(Θ,θ)
(V ,v) = (obj)(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (obj)(V ,v) = Fp(D) = Fl = F(1l)m and ( f (1l))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) =
(obj)(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (obj)(V ,v) = (obj)(V ,v) =Fp(D) = Il = I(1l)m .
Term 1r . This case is treated similarly.
Term −lu. We have: (F (−lu))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (¬F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (¬(F (u))(Θ,θ))(V ,v) =Fp(D)\(F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) =Fp(D) \F(u)m
= F¬l(u)m = F(−lu)m and ( f (−lu))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (¬F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (¬(F (u))(Θ,θ))(V ,v) = (¬(F (u))(Θ,θ))(V ,v) =
(Fp(D)\(F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) = (Fp(D) \F(u)m ) = I¬l(u)m = I(−lu)m .
Term −ru. This case is treated similarly.
272 P. Balbiani / Journal of Applied Logic 10 (2012) 260–273Term u unionsql v . We have: (F (u unionsql v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (F (u) ∨ F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = ((F (u))(Θ,θ) ∨ (F (v))(Θ,θ))(V ,v) = (F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) ∪
(F (v))(Θ,θ)
(V ,v) = F(u)m ∪F(v)m = F(u)m∨l(v)m = F(uunionsql v)m and ( f (u unionsql v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = ((F (u) ∨ F (v)))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) =
(((F (u))(Θ,θ) ∨ (F (v))(Θ,θ)))(V ,v) = ((F (u))(Θ,θ) ∨ (F (v))(Θ,θ))(V ,v) = ((F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) ∪ (F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) = (F(u)m ∪
F(v)m ) = I(u)m∨l(v)m = I(uunionsql v)m .
Term u unionsqr v . This case is treated similarly.
Term u l v . We have: (F (u l v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = (F (u) ∧ F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = ((F (u))(Θ,θ) ∧ (F (v))(Θ,θ))(V ,v) = (F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) ∩
(F (v))(Θ,θ)
(V ,v) = F(u)m ∩F(v)m = F(u)m∧l(v)m = F(ul v)m and ( f (u l v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) = ((F (u) ∧ F (v)))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) =
(((F (u))(Θ,θ) ∧ (F (v))(Θ,θ)))(V ,v) = ((F (u))(Θ,θ) ∧ (F (v))(Θ,θ))(V ,v) = ((F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) ∩ (F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) = (F(u)m ∩
F(v)m ) = I(u)m∧l(v)m = I(ul v)m .
Term u r v . This case is treated similarly. 
Since (s)m = (t)m , then F(s)m =F(t)m or I(s)m = I(t)m . Hence, by Claim 48, O (s, t)(Θ,θ)(V ,v) is nonempty or A(s, t)(Θ,θ)(V ,v)
is nonempty. Thus, there exists a substitution (Θ, θ) such that (Θ, θ) is normal with respect to ObjVar and AttVar and
O (s, t)(Θ,θ) is satisﬁable or A(s, t)(Θ,θ) is satisﬁable.
Suppose there exists a substitution (Θ, θ) such that (Θ, θ) is normal with respect to ObjVar and AttVar and O (s, t)(Θ,θ)
is satisﬁable or A(s, t)(Θ,θ) is satisﬁable, we demonstrate there exists a pure double Boolean algebra D and a valuation m
based on D such that (s)m = (t)m . Since O (s, t)(Θ,θ) is satisﬁable or A(s, t)(Θ,θ) is satisﬁable, then there exist a formal
context K = (G,M,) and a valuation (V , v) based on K such that O (s, t)(Θ,θ)(V ,v) is nonempty or A(s, t)(Θ,θ)(V ,v) is
nonempty. Let H(K) = (H(K),⊥l,⊥r,l,r,¬l,¬r,∨l,∨r,∧l,∧r) and m be a valuation based on H(K) such that for all
positive integers i, if i  n then m(xi) = ((Θ(Pi))(V ,v), (θ(pi))(V ,v)). Now, we prove that
Claim 49. Let u be a term. If u  s or u  t then (u)m = ((F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)).
Proof. By induction on u.
Basis. Remind that Var(s) ∪ Var(t) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}. In this respect, for all positive integers i, if i  n then (xi)m = m(xi) =
((Θ(Pi))(V ,v), (θ(pi))(V ,v)) = ((Pi)(Θ,θ)(V ,v), (pi)(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) = ((F (xi))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (xi))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)).
Hypothesis. Suppose u, v are terms such that u  s or u  t , v  s or v  t , (u)m = ((F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) and
(v)m = ((F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)).
Step. We have to consider the following 10 cases.
Term 0l . We have: (0l)m = ⊥l = (∅,M) = ((⊥obj)(V ,v),∅) = ((⊥obj)(Θ,θ)(V ,v), (⊥obj)(V ,v)) = ((F (0l))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), (⊥obj)(V ,v))
= ((F (0l))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), (⊥obj)(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) = ((F (0l))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (0l))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)).
Term 0r . This case is treated similarly.
Term 1l . We have: (1l)m = l = (G,G) = ((obj)(V ,v), (obj)(V ,v)) = ((obj)(Θ,θ)(V ,v), (obj)(V ,v)) = ((F (1l))(Θ,θ)(V ,v),
(obj)(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) = ((F (1l))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (1l))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)).
Term 1r . This case is treated similarly.
Term −lu. We have: (−lu)m = ¬l(u)m = ¬l((F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) = (G \ (F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), (G \ (F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)))
= ((¬(F (u))(Θ,θ))(V ,v), (¬(F (u))(Θ,θ))(V ,v)) = ((¬F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), (¬(F (u))(Θ,θ))(V ,v)) = ((F (−lu))(Θ,θ)(V ,v),
(¬F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) = ((F (−lu))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (−lu))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)).
Term −ru. This case is treated similarly.
Term u unionsql v . We have: (u unionsql v)m = (u)m ∨l (v)m = ((F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v))∨l ((F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) =
((F (u))(Θ,θ)
(V ,v) ∪ (F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ((F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) ∪ (F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v))) = (((F (u))(Θ,θ) ∨ (F (v))(Θ,θ))(V ,v),
((F (u))(Θ,θ) ∨ (F (v))(Θ,θ))(V ,v)) = ((F (u) ∨ (F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), (((F (u))(Θ,θ) ∨ (F (v))(Θ,θ)))(V ,v)) = ((F (u unionsql v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v),
((F (u) ∨ F (v)))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) = ((F (uunionsql v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (u unionsql v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)).
Term u unionsqr v . This case is treated similarly.
Term u l v . We have: (u l v)m = (u)m ∧l (v)m = ((F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v))∧l ((F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) =
((F (u))(Θ,θ)
(V ,v) ∩ (F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ((F (u))(Θ,θ)(V ,v) ∩ (F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v))) = (((F (u))(Θ,θ) ∧ (F (v))(Θ,θ))(V ,v),
((F (u))(Θ,θ) ∧ (F (v))(Θ,θ))(V ,v)) = ((F (u) ∧ (F (v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), (((F (u))(Θ,θ) ∧ (F (v))(Θ,θ)))(V ,v)) = ((F (u l v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v),
((F (u) ∧ F (v)))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)) = ((F (ul v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v), ( f (u l v))(Θ,θ)(V ,v)).
Term u r v . This case is treated similarly. 
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is nonempty or A(s, t)(Θ,θ)
(V ,v)
is nonempty, then F (s)(Θ,θ)
(V ,v) = F (t)(Θ,θ)(V ,v) or f (s)(Θ,θ)(V ,v) =
f (t)(Θ,θ)
(V ,v)
. Hence, by Claim 49, (s)m = (t)m . Thus, there exists a pure double Boolean algebra D and a valuation m based
on D such that (s)m = (t)m . 
Hence, O (·, ·) and A(·, ·) are reductions from the word problem in pure double Boolean algebras to the satisﬁability
problem for K2. As a result,
Lemma 50. The word problem in pure double Boolean algebras is reducible to the satisﬁability problem for K2 .
Referring to Proposition 39 and Lemma 50, we obtain
Proposition 51. The problem of deciding equations in pure double Boolean algebras is in PSPACE.
6. Conclusion
Our results implicitly assume that the set Var of all individual variables is inﬁnite and the depth of nesting of the left
operations with the right operations is not bounded. Following the line of reasoning suggested in [4], we may see what
happens to the decidability/complexity of the WP if we assume that the set Var of all individual variables is ﬁnite and the
depth of nesting of the left operations with the right operations is bounded. Do we get a linear time complexity in this
case?
In [5], Herrmann et al. deﬁne double Boolean algebras as those algebraic structures of type (0,0,0,0,1,1,2,2,2,2) satis-
fying the conditions of Propositions 13 and 14. Vormbrock [10] attacks the WP in double Boolean algebras and demonstrates
that given terms s, t , if s = t is not valid in all double Boolean algebras then there exists a ﬁnite double Boolean algebra in
which s = t is not valid. Nevertheless, the upper bound on the size of the ﬁnite double Boolean algebra given in [10, p. 258]
is not elementary. Therefore, it does not allow us to conclude — as wrongly stated in [10, p. 240] — that the WP in double
Boolean algebras is NP-complete. We conjecture that the WP in double Boolean algebras is PSPACE-complete.
The uniﬁcation problem is quite different from the WP discussed here: given terms s, t , decide whether there exists
terms which can be substituted for the variables in s, t so that the terms thus obtained are identically interpreted in all
pure double Boolean algebras. At the time of writing, we know nothing about the decidability/complexity of the uniﬁcation
problem in pure double Boolean algebras.
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